STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
DG 17-048

Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a Liberty Utilities
Petition for Permanent and Temporary Rates
Order Approving Permanent Rates

0 R D E R N 0. 26,122
April 27, 2018
APPEARANCES: Michael J. Sheehan, Esq., on behalf of Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth
Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a Liberty Utilities; the Office of the Consumer Advocate by D. Maurice
Kreis, Esq., on behalf of residential ratepayers; and Paul B. Dexter, Esq., and Alexander F.
Speidel, Esq., on behalf of Commission Staff.
In this order, the Commission approves, for the first time in New Hampshire, a
decoupling mechanism which allows rate adjustments for weather, energy efficiency, economic
effects, and other variables and allows Liberty to earn distribution revenues on a per customer
basis, thus eliminating substantial revenue risks. Paired with this innovative decoupling
mechanism is a modified rate design that lowers fixed customer charges. The reduction in risk
leads to a return on equity of 9 .3 percent, which represents a 10 basis point reduction in the
return on equity agreed to by Liberty, the OCA, and Staff.
With respect to the numerous revenue and expense issues, the Commission grants a
permanent rate increase for Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp., effective
May 1, 2018, of $8,060, 117 in distribution rates, with a step increase effective the same date
estimated to be $4,729,953, for certain non-revenue-producing investments made during 2017,
offset by a $2,394,065 reduction due to tax refo1m. The Commission also consolidates the
Keene Division with Liberty's other operating areas for distribution rate purposes, and all
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Liberty customers will pay the same distribution rates. A Liberty residential customer (except
those in the company's Keene Division) who uses 760 therms per year, is expected to see a total
annual bill increase of approximately $85 (or 7.8 percent) as a result of the rate changes. A
Liberty residential customer in Keene who uses 693 therms per year will see a decrease of
approximately $73 (or 4.6 percent).
I.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY
Libe11y Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. (Liberty or the Company) currently

operates two gas divisions in New Hampshire, its EnergyNorth Division, where it serves over
90,000 customers in southern and central New Hampshire and Berlin, and its Keene Division,
where it serves approximately 1,200 propane air customers in the City of Keene. On April 28,
2017, Liberty filed a Petition for Permanent and Temporary Rates. The petition and subsequent
docket filings, other than any information for which confidential treatment is requested of or
granted by the Commission, are posted to the Commission's website at
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Regulatory/Docketbk/2017/l 7-048.html.
Liberty's petition requested that the Commission grant: (1) a permanent increase in
Liberty's distribution rates effective with service rendered on or after July 1, 2017, designed to
yield an increase of $13,749,361 in annual revenues; (2) temporary rates effective with service
rendered on or after July 1, 2017, designed to yield an increase of $7,778,497 in annual revenues
for its EnergyNorth Division, pending the Commission's final determination on the Company's
request for a permanent rate increase; and (3) a step adjustment in rates designed to yield an
increase of $6,071,562 in annual revenues (to recover costs associated with approximately
$41 million of capital expenditures projected to be made during 2017) to be effective no earlier
than January 1, 2018. Liberty proposed that the new permanent rates apply to customers in both
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-3its EnergyNorth Division and its Keene Division; that is, the Company sought to consolidate its
two divisions for purposes of distribution rates.
Liberty's filing included direct testimony and exhibits in support of the proposed rates,
and related supplemental information, including the proposed tariff, in accordance with N.H.
Code Admin. Rules Puc 1600. By letter dated April 3, 2017, the Office of Consumer Advocate
(OCA) indicated that it would be participating in the proceeding pursuant to RSA 363 :28.
In Order No 26,015, dated May 8, 2017, the Commission suspended the effectiveness of
the permanent rate pending investigation. In Order No. 26,035, dated June 30, 2017, the
Commission authorized a temporary rate increase for customers in the EnergyNorth Division
designed to collect $6,750,000 on an annual basis. No temporary rates were requested for the
Keene Division. Pursuant to RSA 378:29, the permanent rates authorized in this case will be
reconciled back to the effective date of the temporary rates, July 1, 2017.
The Commission held a pre-hearing conference in this matter on May 26, 2017, followed
by a technical session. Subsequently, the Staff of the Commission (Staff) and the OCA issued
several sets of data requests, which Liberty answered. Liberty, Staff, and the OCA met in
technical sessions on August 23, August 24, November 1, and November 2, 2017. On November
30, Staff submitted testimony recommending a rate increase for the EnergyNorth Division of
$4.0 million annually, effective May 1, 2018, and a step increase effective that same day of
$4.3 million. Staff proposed that no change be made to Keene Division rates at this time. The
OCA recommended a rate increase of $9.2 million annually for the EnergyNorth Division. Like
Staff, the OCA recommended no change to Keene Division rates at this time. Both Staff and the
OCA recommended against the proposed consolidation of Keene into EnergyNorth for purposes
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-4of distribution rates, because the consolidation would create a subsidy of the Keene customers by
the EnergyNorth customers.
On January 25, 2018, Liberty filed rebuttal testimony wherein it revised its requested
revenue deficiency to $14.5 million. On February 27, 2018, Liberty filed a settlement signed by
Liberty and the OCA, which if adopted would resolve all issues in this proceeding. The
settlement called for a rate increase of $10.3 million effective May 1, 2018, with a step
adjustment of $5.0 million effective the same day. The settlement would establish a return on
equity of 9 .4 percent. It would also consolidate the rates for the EnergyNorth and Keene
Divisions and adopt a decoupling mechanism. Staff opposed adoption of the settlement stating
that, in its view, the settlement would not result in just and reasonable rates, although Staff
supported the settlement return on equity of 9 .4 percent and certain other terms as reasonable.
Below, we review the record, including the settlement agreement signed by Liberty and
the OCA, and make the findings required to support the rate increases and changes approved in
this order. Before doing that, however, we address a request for confidentiality of certain
records.

II.

STAFF'S MOTION FOR CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT
Staff filed a motion for confidential treatment of certain information contained in a report

from The Liberty Consulting Group (LCG) entitled "Recommendations Verifications of Liberty
Utilities." On November 30, 2017, Staff filed the LCG report with two redacted data points, as
requested by Liberty, concerning Customer Care Department employee engagement scores.
Subsequent to filing the report, Staff noted two additional unredacted scores. Consistent with
Libe1iy' s initial position (Data Response Staff 6-3 8), Staff argued that confidential treatment is
required because the data points pertain to "internal personnel practices and otherwise
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confidential information." RSA 91-A:5, IV. Neither Liberty nor the OCA objected to the
motion. At a hearing held on March 6, 2018, the Commission stated that it would treat the
information as confidential but, would review the motion in more detail and rule after the
hearing.
We first address whether the employee engagement scores should be exempt from public
disclosure because such information constitutes confidential personnel data. The New
Hampshire Right-to-Know Law provides each citizen with the right to inspect all public records
in the Commission's possession. RSA 91-A:4, I. Exceptions include "records pertaining to
internal personnel practices." RSA 91-A:5, IV. Both Staff and Liberty stated that the employee
engagement scores are a record of internal personnel practices, thus requiring confidential
treatment.
The New Hampshire Supreme Court, agreeing with the United States Supreme Court,
interpreted "personnel ... when used as an adjective, refers to human resources matters." Clay v.
City of Dover, 169 N.H. 681, 686 (2017) (citations omitted). The data points at issue in this case

relate to an employee engagement survey, which gauges Liberty's efforts to bolster employee
retention. The Commission finds that these data points pertain to overall employee satisfaction
and this falls under the category of human resource matters. Thus, these data points relate to
internal personnel practices, and are exempt from the New Hampshire Right-to-Know Law.
Accordingly, we hereby grant Staffs Motion. See Hounsell v. North Conway Water Precinct,
154 N.H. 1, 3 (2006); Union Leader v. Fenniman, 136 N.H. 624, 627 (1993) (customary
balancing of interests not required with regard to personnel practices exemption).
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attributable to the warmer temperatures. The annual adjustments would account for changes
other than weather, such as decreased revenues due to energy efficiency, increased revenues due
to favorable economic conditions, and other changes in revenues. Under the settlement,
customer charges for residential customers would be reduced and existing declining rate blocks
would be flattened.
IV.

COMMISSION ANALYSIS

In this case, the Commission is presented with an unusual situation where it is asked to
approve a settlement that is supported by the applicant (Liberty) and the OCA, but not by Staff.
Staffs position is that the Commission should reject the settlement because it will not produce
just and reasonable rates.
The Commission's process for reviewing a settlement is well established. Under
RSA 541-A:31, V(a), informal disposition may be made of any contested case at any time prior
to the entry of a final decision or order, by stipulation, agreed settlement, consent order, or
default. N.H. Code Admin. Rules Puc 203.20(b) requires the Commission to approve the
disposition of a contested case by settlement if it determines that the settlement results are just
and reasonable and serve the public interest. In general, the Commission encourages parties to
attempt to reach a settlement of issues through negotiation and compromise, as it is an
opportunity for creative problem solving, allows the parties to reach a result more in line with
their expectations, and is often a more expedient alternative to litigation. EnergyNorth Natural
Gas, Inc. d/b/a National Grid NH, Order No. 25,202 at 17 (March 10, 2011). Even where all

parties join a settlement agreement, however, the Commission cannot approve it without
independently determining that the result comports with applicable standards. Id. at 18. In this
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case, where Staff has testified that the settlement will not produce just and reasonable rates, our
independent review of the settlement terms is of even greater importance than usual.
We are mindful of Section III of the settlement, which contains typical settlement
language that the settlement is expressly conditioned on the Commission's acceptance of all of
its terms, without change or condition. The central issue of this case is the rate increase request.
As indicated, the latest request, as set out in Liberty's rebuttal testimony, is for a rate increase of
$14.5 million (and a request for approval to consolidate EnergyNorth and Keene Division rates).
Staffs updated recommended revenue increase (applicable only to the EnergyNorth Division)
was $5.7 million. Exh. 53 at 6. The settlement revenue requirement increase is $10.3 million.
Exh. 29 at 3.
Given the wide divergence of these amounts, the Commission undertook a review of the
various issues raised in the case concerning the appropriate revenue requirement in order to test
the just and reasonableness of the settlement rate increase of $10.3 million. That review is
detailed in the pages that follow. It concludes that a reasonable revenue requirement deficiency
for Liberty in this case is $8,060,117 on a consolidated basis (i.e., applicable to EnergyNorth and
Keene customers under consolidated rates). Because that amount is significantly different from
the settlement revenue deficiency, we conclude the best course of action is to reject the
settlement in its entirety and instead order a rate increase of $8,060, 117 based on our resolution
of the underlying issues. In addition, we address the various other issues raised in this case that
do not directly affect revenue deficiency, such as rate design and decoupling.
In the following sections, unless otherwise noted, Liberty's positions are taken from a
combination of its original filing, and when appropriate, its rebuttal testimony and exhibits. The
OCA's positions are taken from its original filing. For many of the issues discussed below, the
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-9settlement did not specifically address the issue. Instead, the settlement purported to resolve all
issues raised by Staff and the OCA. To the extent the settlement discussed an issue, we describe
the settlement position separately.

A. Revenues - Year-End Customer Count vs. Average Customer Count
Liberty. Liberty based its revenue deficiency calculation on test year (2016) revenues
with certain adjustments to, among other things, reflect normal weather, annualize for special
contract revenues that were not fully reflected in the test year revenues, and reflect a mid-year
increase in cast iron and bare steel replacement revenue. Exh. 3 at 47. Liberty did not adjust test
year revenues to reflect revenues from customers that were added during the test year.

OCA. The OCA took no position on the revenue adjustments proposed by Liberty.
Staff. Staff accepted the revenue adjustments proposed by Liberty and proposed an
additional adjustment designed to reflect increased revenue from customers added during the test
year. Staff's adjustment takes year-end customer counts and calculates a revenue adjustment by
multiplying the difference in customer bills at year end by average customer usage, by rate class.
The adjustment adds $929,551 to test year revenues, and thus reduces Liberty's requested
revenue increase by the same amount. Exh. 40. In support of this adjustment, Staff stated that
many inputs to a utility's revenue requirement calculation are adjusted for known and
measurable changes during and beyond the test year. Rate base is calculated using year-end,
plant balances. Many operation and maintenance (O&M) expenses, including payroll, pensions,
property taxes, and the PUC assessment are adjusted for post-test year amounts. 3/14/18 AM, Tr.
at 34-36. Further, Staff argued, absent this adjustment, the plant used to serve a customer added
during the test year would be in rate base at full value, while only a portion of that customer's
revenues would be reflected in the revenue deficiency. 3/14/18 AM, Tr. at 31-34.
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Ruling. The Commission finds that Staffs revenue adjustment is reasonable. As Staff
noted, many aspects of the revenue deficiency calculation in this case have been updated to
reflect known and measurable changes during and beyond the test year. Staffs adjustment better
matches plant investments with the revenues realized from those investments and therefore
produces a more accurate picture of Liberty's revenues in the period when rates will be in effect.

B. O&M Expenses, Payroll - Vacancies
Liberty. Liberty's revenue requirement calculation included payroll costs for a full
complement of employees as of December 31, 201 7, one full year after the test year. Exh. 3 at
14-15 and 48. The payroll amount was estimated when Liberty filed its case in May 2017, and
the amount was updated in Staff Tech 1-1, filed November 21, 2017. Exh. 17 at 83. Liberty
stated that it needs a full complement of employees to perform its necessary tasks. To the extent
that a position was vacant during the test year, the tasks of that position were done by temporary
employees and/or permanent employees working overtime.

OCA. The OCA took no position on the revenue adjustments related to vacancies
proposed by Liberty.

Staff. Staff proposed a reduction in payroll expenses to reflect the equivalent of
3 .5 vacancies of a workforce of over 300, which is the average of two historical data points for
vacancies: three at January 1, 2016 (the start of the test year), and four as ofNovember 1, 2017,
just before Staffs testimony was filed. Id. at 21. Staffs position is that vacancies recur and
should be reflected in a ratemaking payroll amount that is based on budgeted figures. Further,
Staff notes that to the extent the duties of vacated positions were performed by temporary
workers, the costs associated with those workers would have been reflected in test year O&M
expenses, as outside services. Finally, according to Staff, absent the adjustment, Liberty's
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proposed payroll expense would be 5.3 percent above test year levels, which is almost twice the
average of actual annual payroll increases of 2. 7 percent over the past three years. Id. at 21-22.
Ruling. Liberty's presentation ofrate case payroll is difficult to assess. The

Commission prefers a more traditional approach where a utility develops a reasonable test year
payroll amount and then applies known and measurable percentage payroll increases to that
normalized test year amount. We find Staffs proposed adjustment reasonable. Vacancies are a
fact of doing business and should be accounted for when calculating a payroll figure for
ratemaking purposes that includes a level of employees that is adjusted beyond the test year, as is
the case here. A vacancy level of 3.5 out of a total of over 300 positons is about a 1 percent
vacancy rate, which we find reasonable, if not unrealistically low. Furthermore, Staffs
adjustment is a smaller reduction than would have been warranted under a more traditional
approach to calculating a ratemaking payroll amount, and therefore is reasonable for purposes of
this case. Exh. 17 at 21-22.
C. O&M Expenses, Payroll - Incentive Based Pay
Liberty. Liberty's rate request included payroll costs associated with its long-tenn

incentive plan. According to Liberty, incentive compensation pay is a common method of
compensating employees and is necessary to attract and retain employees. Exh. 23 at 16.
OCA. The OCA took no position on the questions of incentive based compensation.
Staff. Staff recommended that the Commission deny recovery of $52,000 of Liberty's

compensation amount because it was tied to incentives designed to benefit shareholders, but not
necessarily customers. Exh. 17 at 60. Staffs adjustment represented approximately five percent
of Liberty's requested incentive-based compensation. Exh. 3 at 48. In Staffs view, incentives
that reward net income or return on investments are focused on benefits to shareholders. Id. at
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- 12 27. Employees seeking to achieve those targets could do so at the expense of customer service;
for example, a reduction in vegetation management (for an electric company) would increase
earnings, but could result in a degradation of customer service. 3/21 /18, Tr. at 120-121. To
remove that possible incentive, Staff recommended that compensation resulting from such
incentive targets be excluded from the Company's revenue requirement.
Ruling. The Commission appreciates both the Company's position that incentive-based

payroll is standard in today's utility industry and may be required to attract and retain quality
employees, and Staffs position that payroll tied to earnings could provide incentives that might
result in degradation of customer service. There is no solid evidence, however, that either of
those hypotheses is actually valid in the case of EnergyNorth. Because the amount of
compensation tied to earnings-based incentives is quite small ($52,000 out of a total company
payroll expense of$14,518,000 (Exh. 17 at 83)), the Commission finds Staffs adjustment
unnecessary. If the percentage of compensation based on net earnings or stock price were
higher, we would take a harder look at the amounts to be included.
D. O&M Expenses, Payroll - Severance Pay
Liberty. Liberty's requested revenue requirement in this case included $144,130 of

severance pay, of which $78,000 was related to employees who resigned. Exh. 42; Exh. 17 at
65. Liberty stated that all of the resignations were involuntary and may have involved situations
in which the employees granted a release from liability. 3/14/18 AM, Tr. at 46-47,67. Liberty
argued that such costs should be included in rates for a number ofreasons: (a) severance pay is a
normal cost of doing business, (b) not allowing recovery of severance pay could result in higher
costs because severance pay can be the least expensive means to resolve an employee dispute,
and (c) disallowing severance pay would be substituting the Commission's judgment for the
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Company's, which would be particularly inappropriate in this instance where the Commission
does not know the specific circumstances under which the severance payments were made. Exh.
23 at 20.
OCA. The OCA took no position on the issue of severance pay.
Staff. Staff believes ratepayers should not pay for costs of removing employees.

Ratepayers will have already borne the cost of paying all of the Company's employees to
perform. If circumstances are such that employees are being "asked" to resign, ratepayers should
not bear the costs. Shareholders should carry the costs of bad hiring decisions, and if the least
cost means of removing employees is severance pay, then Liberty should take that course to
reduce its costs to shareholders. 3/21/18, Tr. at 129-130.
Ruling. The Commission is persuaded by Staffs position that ratepayers should bear the

expense of payroll for services provided, but should not bear severance costs related to
employees who resign to avoid being fired. Layoffs (where Staff did not recommend
disallowance of related severance pay) could involve reductions in work force where the saved
payroll expense would find its way into lower rates. Involuntary resignations, on the other hand,
may involve subpar performance, and customers should not be required to bear an
underperforming employee's payroll and the severance cost incurred to remove that same
employee.
E. Expenses - Consulting Services
Liberty. During the test year, Liberty incurred $43,000 in consulting fees to analyze the

proposed Northeast Direct Pipeline (NED) project, which was to bring additional gas supplies to
Liberty's service area. The NED project was ultimately abandoned by its developer. Liberty's
revenue requirement included full recovery of the $43,000 in rates. Liberty opposed any
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reduction in this amount because, in the Company's view, consulting fees are an ongoing cost of
doing business. While this particular project may have been cancelled, other similar consulting
mTangements are likely to be needed every year and thus should be reflected in rates. Exh. 23 at
14-15.

OCA. The OCA took no position on Libe1iy's consultant expenses.
Staff. Staff recommended that the NED consulting costs be am01iized over a three-year
period, the effect of which would be that only one third of the expense ($14,000) would be
reflected in the rates established in this case. Staffs opinion is that consulting expenses are nonrecurring and thus amortization of the NED expense is appropriate so that ratepayers do not pay
for the full amount each year. Exh. 17 at 20.
Ruling. The Commission finds that modest consulting costs, like those at issue here, are
an ongoing part of a regulated utility's business and should not be amortized. Therefore, the full
$43,000 may be included in Liberty's revenue requirement. If the consulting costs were much
more significant, amortization might be appropriate.
F. Expenses, Depreciation -Average Service Lives
Liberty. Liberty presented a full depreciation study that was prepared and presented by
Paul Nonnand, who performed EnergyNorth's last depreciation study. Mr. Normand
recommended that the average service lives (ASL) of many asset groups be changed from the
last study. For example, for account 380.00 - Services, which makes up over 30 percent of the
Company's total plant, Mr. Normand recommended that the ASL be increased from 40 years to
45 years. Exh. 10 at 447. For Account 367 - Mains (which makes up almost 50 percent of total
company plant), Mr. Normand recommended that the ASL remain at 60 years. Id. at 445. Mr.
Nonnand based his recommendations on the results of a recognized and commonly used
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depreciation model when he considered the model results reasonable. When the model results
did not produce results that in his opinion were reasonable, he looked for other information on
which to base his conclusions. For example, in the case of account 303.03 - Capitalized
Software, Mr. Normand stated that the model results were not reasonable. Exh. 69 at 2-4
(labeled p. 25-27of36); Tr. 3/26/18 at 149-152. In that instance, Mr. Normand requested
specific information from Liberty regarding the AS Ls of the Company's various software
packages and used those ASLs in his study results. Exh. 10 at 436; 3/26/18, Tr. At 151-155. In
general, in situations where the plant had a communication function, such as automated meters,
Mr. Nonnand relied on his professional judgment in arriving at a shorter ASL due to shortened
lives of technology. 3/26/18, Tr. at 156-157.
OCA. The OCA took no position on ASLs.
Staff. Staff agreed with many of the changes to ASLs based on the model results. See,_
e.g., Exh. 18 at 31, Account 320. l 0 - Other Equipment - Production; Exh. 10 at 440 where

Liberty proposed to lengthen the existing ASL from 30 years to 35 years and Staff agreed. When
Staff deemed Mr. Normand's study results unreliable, Staff recommended that the last authorized
ASLs be used. 3/26/1 8, Tr. at 198-202. See, e.g., _Exh. 18 at 31, Account 303.00 - Capitalized
Software. In addition, in the case of meters, where the study analyzed this plant category at the
sub-account level for the first time, Staff recommended a more gradual approach. Exh. 18 at
5-6. For example, concerning sub-account 381.20 - Meters - ERTS, Liberty recommended
changing the existing life from 35 years to 15 years, while Staff proposed 25 years. Exh. 18 at 56 and 32; 3/26/18, Tr. at 203.
Ruling. The Commission is persuaded that Mr. Normand has developed appropriate

ASLs for Liberty in this matter. We find his use of extra-study data appropriate in the case of
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capitalized software and preferable to Staffs reliance on Liberty's prior study. Similarly, we
agree with Mr. Normand's judgment that a shorter ASL is appropriate for plant items with
significant electronic components such as Meters - ERTS. The approved ASLs are set forth on
Appendix 6 attached to this order.
G. Expenses, Depreciation - Amortization of Reserve Deficiency
Liberty. Liberty's depreciation study shows a per books reserve for depreciation as of

December 31, 2016, equal to $155,24 7,000. Mr. Normand calculated a theoretical reserve as of
that same date of$165,194,000, leaving a variance of$9,947,000. Exh. 10 at 464. Liberty
proposed to amortize this variance over three years. Because the per books reserve is lower than
the theoretical reserve, the amortization would result in an increase to rates of $3,316,000 per
year. Exh. 3 at 52. Mr. Normand initially recommended that the variance be amortized over two
depreciation cycles, or 12 years. Exh. 10 at 405. Mr. Mullen testified that Mr. Normand's 12year recommendation was based on the depreciation study in isolation and that a broader view
would point to a shorter amortization period. Specifically, Mr. Mullen stated that the deficiency
itself had accumulated in part due to a 13-year amortization period for a reserve excess from a
prior rate case. According to Mr. Mullen, extending the amortization another 12 years would
cause inter-generation equity issues. Exh. 72. At the hearing, Mr. Normand testified that while
the typical approach would be to amortize a reserve variance over two depreciation cycles, this
did not account for Liberty's unusually high investments in mains. 3/26/18, Tr. At 183-184.
Mr. Mullen and Mr. Normand agreed that if a shorter amortization period were used, the
variance should be looked at in the next rate case (in advance of the next full depreciation study).
Exh. 72; 3/26/18, Tr. At 184.
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OCA. The OCA took no position on the amortization of the reserve balance.
Settlement. The settlement calls for amortization of the reserve deficiency over

five years and a re-examination of the reserve imbalance in Liberty's next rate case.
Staff. Staff recommended a 12-year amortization, consistent with the cun-ent
am01iization, which is passing funds back to customers. Staff noted that depreciation deals with
long-lived assets (up to 60 years for mains, which is the largest portion of EnergyNorth's plant)
and thus reserve imbalances should be amortized over relatively long periods of time. Exh. 18 at
6-7. Staff sees no reason why reserve shortfalls should be recovered from customers four times
quicker than excesses are returned to customers (three years versus twelve years). 3/26/1 8, Tr.
At 208-210. Further, the reserve deficiency at hand is about 6 percent of the total theoretical
reserve and Mr. Normand stated that it would be reasonable to amortize reserve variances only
when they exceed a 5-10 percent range. Id. at 207; Exh. 71. Based on that opinion, Staff
asse1ied that if no amo1iization is one option, then certainly an accelerated amo1iization (three
years) is not wan-anted.
Ruling. The Commission's primary goal in addressing this issue is to achieve a result
whereby the utility customers pay through rates a level of depreciation that fairly reflects the
assets on Libe1iy's books, and that will result in as minimal a reserve variance as possible at the
time of the next rate case. While the Commission approved a 12-year amortization period in the
settlement in DG 08-009 (EnergyNmih's last rate case in which a depreciation study was done),
that ammiization appears to have gone on too long. The Company has gone from a significant
reserve excess ($12.4 million) to a reserve shmifall almost as large ($9.9 million). Exh.72;
Exh.10 at 464. A three-year amortization period and, to a lesser extent, the five-year period
provided in the settlement, may be an over-reaction to the long ammiization period from
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DG 08-009 . . The Commission supports the idea of re-examining this reserve variance in
EnergyNorth's next rate case (and this is based in large part on Mr. Normand's testimony that a
reserve variance review would be a significantly less complicated and less costly task than a full
depreciation study - 3/2611 8, Tr. at 196). Thus, we approve a six-year amortization period of the
existing test year-end balance and direct the Company to prepare and present in its next rate case,
a review of the reserve imbalance, a thorough explanation of the cause of any imbalance, and a
proposal for ammiizing that reserve imbalance.
H. Rate Base - Prepayments
Liberty. Libe1iy's rate case presentation included $2,705,000 of prepayments in rate
base. That figure represented an average test year amount of which $2,431,000 was for prope1iy
taxes and $274,000 was for other prepayments. Exh. 3 at 71. Liberty also included a $2,636,000
working capital component added to rate base. In response to Staff's assertion that the two rate
base components (prepayments and working capital) overlap, Liberty maintained that any
overlap is not dollar for dollar and that prepayments should be left in rate base while working
capital could be reduced to remove the expenses related to prepayments. No specific adjustment
was proposed by Liberty, but Mr. Mullen testified that an adjustment or allowance of some sort
was reflected in the settlement. 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 24-27.
OCA. The OCA took no position on the issue of including prepayments in rate base.
Staff. Staff examined Liberty's lead/lag study and found that every property tax invoice
Libe1iy paid was included. As part of that study, the tax period covered by each invoice, and the
number of days from that tax period until each invoice was paid, was quantified and reflected.
Exh. 9 at 389-390. Staff thus concluded that there was no need to also include prepaid prope1iy
taxes in rate base because all cost of money or working capital required for prope1iy taxes is
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precisely reflected in Liberty's lead/lag study. Exh. 17 at 13-15. Staffs adjustment remo"es
prepayments from rate base to eliminate a double count of the working capital associated with
prepaid property taxes. Id. Staff also removed other, non-property tax prepayments from rate
base on the same theory; i.e., that those items were covered in the lead/lag study as O&M
expense - Non-Labor. Exh. 9 at 378-381; Exh.17 at 13-15.
Ruling. The Commission finds that the detailed lead/lag study captures all the working

capital requirements related to property taxes and other prepaid expenses. To also include
prepayments in rate base would be allowing for a double recovery of the working capital related
to those items. Consequently, prepayments may not be included in rate base.
Rate Base - Training Center
Liberty. Liberty included in rate base a net plant value of $3,456,000 for its training

center at 10 Broken Bridge Road in Concord. Exh. 17 at 55. The facility was placed in service
and booked to plant in 2015, one year prior to the test year at a full cost of approximately $3.8
million. 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 79. Liberty's proposed rate base cost of service also reflected the test
year level of operation and maintenance associated with the training center, as well as rent
received from Liberty's New Hampshire electric utility, Granite State Electric Company,
pursuant to a lease agreement. Exh. 3 at 57. The training center is approximately 6,000 square
feet in size and includes 3,000 square feet of indoor lab space. It includes two classrooms, an
outdoor gas leak field, an outdoor pole line, an indoor manhole, live gas appliances, and live
electric transformers, switch gear, and meters. Exh. 13 at 23.
According to Liberty, the facility is used and useful. Liberty's view is that the training
center represents the most efficient means for it to perfonn various training exercises, because
the environment is controlled and safe, and Liberty owns the facility so it can schedule the
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facility's use. Exh. 13 at 24. Liberty stated that it explored the possibility of training at other
utilities' facilities, but found that was not an available option. Id. at 20-21. Similarly, Liberty
considered on-the-job-training but determined it would not provide adequate training. Id. In
addition to using the facility for training, Liberty has located a backup call center in the building.
Exh. 18 at 73.
Concerning the cost of the training center, Liberty relied on an audit performed by the
Commission's Audit Division, which reviewed all the training center costs and recommended
only minor exclusions of costs (approximately $300,000-$400,000). Liberty agreed to exclude
approximately $167,000. 3/6/18 PM, Tr. at 91; Exh. 26A at 137. Liberty also noted that LCG
reviewed all the training cost expenditures and did not recommend any rate base exclusions.
3/6/18 PM, Tr. at 91. Concerning increases from the original cost estimates, Liberty conceded
that its initial cost estimates were "outdated and lacking in several ways." Exh. 13 at 18. Liberty
maintained that training center costs were controlled and its investment was cost-effective. Id.
at 16; Exh. 26A at 136. Liberty disputed Staffs position that the Company's training costs have
increased significantly since the training center was built. 3/6118 PM, Tr. at 27-30.
OCA. The OCA's original position was that all costs associated with the training center

be removed from rates based on imprudent planning and mismanagement of the project. See
Exh. 16 at 228-237.
Settlement. The settlement agreement included the costs of the training center in

Liberty's rate base and, according to its terms, reflected in the revenue requirement consideration
and compromise of the issues raised by Staff and the OCA. Exh. 29 at 6.
Staff. Staff recommended full exclusion of the training center from rate base and

exclusion of the revenues and O&M expenses from Liberty's cost of service on the grounds that
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center. Staff noted that Liberty's decision to build the training center was based on a business
case dated January 24, 2014, in which Liberty stated that its cost would be $1,028,100, and the
payback would be less than three years due in large part to $400,000 per year in avoided outside
training costs. Exh. 18 at 50. Liberty's senior management approved that business case. 3/6/1 8
AM, Tr. at 81-82. Staff observed that over half of the $400,000 savings were related to trainer
costs, which would not be saved if the training center were built, because Liberty would need to
hire two full-time trainers. 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 89-91; Exh.18 at 58.
According to Staff, Liberty did not perform a quantitative assessment of the efficiencies it
expected to achieve by building the training center versus performing on-the-job training. Staff
also criticized Liberty for never issuing a Request For Proposals for training services. Exh.18 at
21-22. Staff observed that, even when the projected cost of the facility had doubled (to $2.3
million) and that cost increase was brought to senior management for review in an Over
Expenditure Spending Request Form, no quantitative assessment of alternatives to completing
the training center was performed. Exh. 31at5; 3/6/18 PM, Tr. at 14-15.
Staff asserted that the initial estimate of $1,028, 100 did not include site work and was
prepared without the benefit of a contractor. Exh. 30. Staff also noted that even after a
construction contract was later signed with North Branch Construction, there were many
additional items that were not included in the estimate, including costs associated with
environmental consulting, overheads/burdens, and Allowance For Funds Used During
Construction (AFUDC). 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 112; Exh. 31at3.
Staff suggested that a reasonable utility executive should have known about the various
construction· and training costs that were either not estimated or were underestimated when the
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project was first reviewed and approved by Liberty's senior management. Staff maintains that,
when the significant cost increases were presented to senior management in the Over
Expenditure Spending Request Form, Liberty should have re-examined its options for training
instead of making unsupported claims that alternatives were "expensive" and "not feasible.'·
Exh. 31at4-5; 3/6/18 PM, Tr. at 14-15. Staff believes that if proper analyses were performed
then Liberty would have decided against building the training center. Exh. 18 at 19-25. Because
such analyses were not performed, Staff maintains that no training center related costs should be
charged to customers. Staff also noted that the costs of training have increased significantly
since the training center was built. Id.
Ruling. Many prior Commission decisions give guidance as to the appropriate standard

to apply when evaluating the prudence of a utility's investment. Pursuant to RSA 378:28, the
Commission shall not include in permanent rates any return on any plant, equipment, or capital
improvement which has not first been found by the Commission to be prudent, used, and useful.
Pittsfield Aqueduct Company, Inc., Order No. 25,051 at 13 (December 11, 2009). When

reviewing whether a utility has been prudent in its decision making, we "may reject management
decisions when inefficiency, improvidence, economic waste, abuse of discretion or action
inimical to the public interest are shown." Public Service Company of New Hampshire,
Order 25,565 at 20 (August 27, 2013) (citing Appeal of Easton, 125 N.H. 205, 215 (1984)).
"One of the critical prudence considerations when evaluating actions and decisions, is not to
apply the perspective of hindsight, but rather to consider the actions in light of the conditions and
circumstances as they existed at the time they were taken." Public Service Company ofNew
Hampshire, Order No. 24, 108 at 26 (December 31, 2002).
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The record in this case indicates that Liberty's senior management decided to construct
the training center based on the business case dated January 24, 2014, (Exh. 18 at 48-51), which
showed its projected cost as $1,028,100 and its projected savings as $400,000, resulting in a
three-year payback. Based on those parameters, as Staff noted, the decision to proceed with the
project could be found to be prudent. Prior to commencing construction, however, the
Commission expects a reasonable utility executive to make certain that projected costs are
accurate

an~

reasonable and have been appropriately evaluated.

Concerning projected costs, the record demonstrates that the $1,028, 100 was not a
reasonable estimate. First, it did not include site work (defined by Liberty as excavation,
surveying, and related work - 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 100), which is essential to any project being
built from the ground up, as this project was. Site work proved to be significant in this case,
(estimated at $328,000 by North Branch consulting) and there is no explanation as to why this
item should have been excluded from the business case analysis. In addition, the business case
was prepared without the benefit of a contractor bid, despite the fact that the estimated contractor
costs of $439,000 made up over 40 percent of the total projected costs of $1,028,100. A
reasonable decision maker would have sought bids for this significant cost element before
proceeding. Again, contractor costs proved very significant. A September 2014 contract with
North Branch called for over $2 million in costs - nearly five times the amount built into the
original estimate. Further, when the contract with North Branch was signed, all parties involved
knew that additional costs would be involved. 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 112. Such costs included basic
building components like architectural fees, civil engineering fees, security costs, burdens
(overhead), other contractor costs, environmental consulting costs, AFUDC, and others which
ultimately totaled over $1.2 million. Exh. 56 at 95-96. A reasonable decision maker, knowing
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costs estimated and included in the evaluation process.
In August 2014, after construction had begun on the training center, Liberty's senior
management was presented with an Over Expenditure Spending Request Fann seeking approval
of an additional $1.2 million, bringing the projected cost of the center to $2,34 7,000. Exh. 31
at 4. That Form identified wetlands, soil conditions, and drainage issues as the primary reasons
for the additional costs. Id. At that time, Liberty was aware of its obligation to rebuild Broken
Bridge Road, and to extend the municipal water system to the facility, yet those costs were not
mentioned or reflected in the Over Expenditure Spending Request Form. Exh. 33 at 5; 3/14/18
PM, Tr. at 40-41. In fact the municipally-imposed costs were not reflected until June 2015, one
year after Liberty knew of those obligations. Exh. 56 at 95. Given this increase in the estimated
costs - more than double - a reasonable executive would have performed an extensive, detailed
analysis of the costs to complete the project and the cost of any alternatives to completion.
Concerning the projected savings contained in the January 24, 2014, business case, Staff
correctly noted that over half of the projected savings were for trainer costs that would not be
avoided if training were brought in house because trainers would need to be hired.
While Liberty discussed economic and non-economic reasons for pursuing the training
center, and resulting efficiencies, the Company made no attempt to evaluate those factors in a
systematic, complete format. Exh. 18 at 56-57, 62, 68 and 72. Such an analysis is fundamental
to ensure that a significant investment is prudent. Other than the flawed three-year payback
analysis presented with the January 24, 2014, business case, Liberty performed no financial
analysis of this project. We believe that Liberty should have performed a robust financial
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analysis of this project at its outset, and should have examined the project when costs began to
increase significantly shortly after its initial

e~timate.

Liberty appears to rely on the used and useful portion of the prudence standard to support
its request for full recovery of the training center investment. Staff advocates for full exclusion
of the training center costs from rates, on the basis of imprudence. We reject both Liberty's and
Staffs positions because, although arguably imprudent, the center, now constructed and in use,
provides value to Liberty and its ratepayers for training and for its use as a back-up call center.
These functions support the Company's delivery of safe and adequate service. Therefore, we
will allow the inclusion of some of the Company's investment in the training center in its rate
base.
We find that Liberty can place in rate base and recover the cost of the training center as
presented in the August 2014 Over Expenditure Spending Request Form, or $2,347,000. This
figure is close to the North Branch contractor estimate of $2,042,000 which included many
essential elements that were overlooked in the original business case estimate of $1,028, 100.
The amount in the August 2014 Form bears some reasonable relation to what an independent
contractor thought the building could be built for, and allows additional funds for contingencies
and items that were not covered by the contract. Liberty failed to demonstrate that costs beyond
the $2,347,000 were prudently incurred, and we will not permit those costs to be included in
rates. We will allow all test year operation and maintenance expenses related to the center,
because we recognize that those costs will not diminish based on our rate base exclusion and are
needed for successful operation of the facility. We find this result appropriately balances the
various aspects of our prudent, used and useful standard. See Boston Gas Co., Mass. Dep't of
Telecommunications and Energy, DTE 03-40 (2003) wherein the Department made several rate
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base exclusions of capital project cost overruns because the decisions to incur the overexpenditures were not suppmied by record evidence.
I. Rate Base - iNATGAS

Liberty. Libe1iy's proposed rates reflected full inclusion of the $4,816,000 investment
Libe1iy made to provide service pursuant to a special contract with Innovative Natural Gas
(iNATGAS), a seller of bulk compressed natural gas (CNG) for transport and for vehicle
refueling located on Broken Bridge Road in Concord. The special contract included lease
payments to Liberty for land, minimum (take-or-pay) payments for CNG, and volumetric
payments to Liberty for CNG. This special contract was reviewed and approved by the
Commission in Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) C01p. dlbla Liberty Utilities, Order
No. 25,694 (July 15, 2014), issued in Docket No. DG 14-091. At that time, Liberty's level of
investment in the facility was projected to be $2,245,000. The lease was projected to produce
different revenue streams under various possible scenarios. The net present values (NPV) of the
revenue streams, analyzed over 15 years, were: $1, 767 ,000 under a minimum take-or-pay
revenue scenario; $4,732,000 under a baseline scenario ofrevenues; and $5,541,000 under an
accelerated sales assumption level. Exh. 38 at 2.
The final installed cost of Liberty's investment was $4,816,000. 3/611 8 PM, Tr. at 101.
The first vehicle fuel sales were made in early 2017 and the first bulk sale to a tractor-trailer
customer took place in December 2017. Id. Liberty maintains that this aiTangement provides
benefits to customers, when analyzed over a 15-year period using current costs, excluding an
allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC), at all three revenue scenarios. Liberty
forecasts that the facility has the potential to provide significant additional benefits to customers
in the future. Liberty claims that its decision to enter into the project was prudent, the plant is
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in rates. Exh. 24 at 72. In addition, Liberty states that the arrangement provides benefits to
existing firm customers in the form of interstate pipeline capacity credits, based on iNATGAS's
peak day load. Id. at 71-72. According to Liberty, the costs of the facility were reviewed by the
Commission's Audit Division and LCG and neither recommended excluding any portion of the
facility from rate base. 3/14118 PM, Tr. at 86.

OCA. The OCA took no position on the iNATGAS investment.
Settlement. The settlement agreement states that the revenue requirement reflects a

compromise of the issues raised by Staff related to iNATGAS.
Staff. Staff recommended that Liberty be allowed to recover the revenue requirement

associated with the cost of the facility as presented in DG 14-091 ($2,245,000), and that Liberty
be required to bear all costs beyond that level, at least until Liberty's next rate case, at which
time the project could be re-evaluated using actual sales numbers and costs. Staff did not request
a full denial of cost recovery of Liberty's investment to serve iNATGAS, because the project has
the potential to provide net benefits to rate payers, over time, depending on the CNG market.
Staff maintained that Liberty knew, or should have known, that its cost estimates were too low
and that had more accurate estimates of costs and revenues been presented in DG 14-091, Staff
might not have recommended approval of the special contract. Exh. 56 at 19-25.
Staff asserted that because the Accelerated Sales Assumption Level has the same
maximum annual sales volumes as the Baseline Assumption Scenario, even the baseline scenario
could not have been met using the investment figures that were presented in DG 14-091. 3/22/ 18
PM, Tr. at 97-100. Staff also noted that two of the three revenue scenarios presented could not
have been achieved with the level of investment reflected in the analysis, and that the one
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remaining analysis shows a negative NPV over 15 years when AFUDC, a real cost of the project,
is included in the analysis. Exh. 46 at 2.
Staff questioned Liberty's assertion that the arrangement provides benefits to existing
firm customers in the form of interstate pipeline capacity credits, based on iNATGAS's peak day
load. Staff noted that if additional capacity has to be acquired to serve iN ATGAS, the cost of
that capacity could exceed iNATGAS capacity credits. Staff did not request a full denial of cost
recovery of Liberty's investment to serve iNATGAS, because the project has the potential to
provide net benefits to rate payers, over time, depending on the CNG market.
Ruling. The record demonstrates that Liberty's initial analysis of its investment of

$2,245,000 was incomplete. That analysis formed the basis of senior management's approval of
the project. Exh. 43 at 2-5. First, the initial cost estimate of $2,245,000 did not include AFUDC,
although Liberty agreed that AFUDC would be incurred ifthe project were completed, 3/6/18
PM, Tr. at 108, and it is indisputable that AFUDC could be substantial if the project timeline
were extended. Ultimately, AFUDC on this project totaled $436,000.
Second, Liberty's cost estimate included only $865,000 for "piping, meter set, survey,
etc." Because the only other costs estimated were $1,000,000 for compressors, $200,000 for
land, and $180,000 for contingencies, it is reasonable to conclude that the "piping, meter set,
survey, etc." category was intended to cover all other costs of the project (except AFUDC).
Liberty was not able to break down the $865,000 among piping, meter set, and other items,
beyond noting that the figure would have included surveying, tree removal, more than half of the
asphalt and concrete ultimately installed, pump canopies, the connection of the compressors, and
perhaps additional items. 3/14/18 PM, Tr. at 30-33. Liberty stated that 4 or 6 inch steel piping
was installed with a maximum allowable operating pressure of 750 pounds per square inch. Id.
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at 34. Liberty also stated that the labor involved in installing the compressors was not included
in the compressor figure of $1,000,000. Id. at 29. When the actual figures were reviewed, the
items that were projected at $865,000 actually cost $3,080,000, an almost fourfold increase. Id.
at 32.
The first major driver of the increase was the decision to construct a full capacity facility
instead of a phased facility, as had been planned and presented to the Commission for review in
DG 14-091. Liberty, at a cost of $600,000 to $700,000, accelerated the buildout due to
anticipated increased demand, high spot market natural gas prices, and high oil and propane
prices following the very cold winter of 2014/2015. Exh. 24 at 68-71. Liberty stated that the
additional investments were needed to build the facility necessary to reach the Accelerated Sales
Assumption Level presented to the Commission in DG 14-091. Id. Exh. 38 at 2. Liberty agreed
that the cost of the full buildout should have been included in the 2014 NPV analysis, in order
for the accelerated sales scenario to be accurate. 3/14/18 PM, Tr. at 13. Second, Liberty
attributed $600,000 of the cost increases to requirements placed by the City to repave Broken
Bridge Road and to install a new water main for 2,500 feet. Liberty knew of the City's
requirements in mid-June 2014, well before the Commission order approving the special contract
was issued on July 15, 2014, yet no update of the DCF analysis was provided to the Commission
to reflect this $600,000 cost increase. 3/14/18 PM, Tr. at 41. Third, Liberty attributed $835,000
of the cost increase to design changes involving additional canopies and buildings to protect the
various pieces of equipment from weather, and moving the meter closer to the interstate pipeline
and further from the CNG facility. Liberty did not explain why those design changes were made
after the Commission reviewed the special contract, rather than before. 3/14/18 PM, Tr. at 7677.
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We find it troubling that the analysis Liberty presented to us in 2014, under a request for
fast track review of the proposed special contract (3/22/18 AM, Tr. at 27-28) omitted so much
material cost information. The fact that this same analysis was also presented to senior
management for review and approval of the project brings into question the prudence of
Liberty's decision to proceed with the project. Again, prudence is judged on what a reasonable
utility executive knew or reasonably should have known when making a decision.
The record demonstrates that the 2014 DCF analysis was flawed and that many costs
were missed or underestimated. Including revenues from sales scenarios, while omitting the
investment needed to realize those revenues, is a serious mistake. Liberty's inability to
breakdown its estimate of "piping, meter set, survey, etc." into its component parts is not
acceptable. The notion that the "etc." in this lump sum figure was sufficient to cover tree
removal, asphalt, concrete, canopies, and the labor needed to connect the compressors is not
credible. A 'reasonable utility executive being asked to sign off on the $2 million-plus venture
would have, or should have, required more detail.
Further, it appears that follow-up review of this project was minimal and was not
performed early enough to be of any use. The record contains an Over Expenditure Application
dated March 2016 that shows updated costs and updated payback and internal rate of return
analyses. That application states that Liberty had already spent 70 percent of required project
costs when the report was provided to management. Liberty knew about the municipal
requirement for street work and water main extensions totaling $600,000 (25 percent of the total
projected cost) in June 2014, almost two years earlier. Liberty should have re-examined the
project in 2014.
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Liberty was on notice in DG 14-091 that its investments in the project would be subject
to prudence review in a future rate case. Exh. 56 at 19. This case, however, was filed with little
detail about the iNATGAS investment.
Full exclusion of the cost of the facility would be justified under a strict prudence
examination, which focuses on the facts that were known or should have been known at the time
of the decision to undertake the project. That said, we are mindful that the iNATGAS facility,
like the training center, is in service and appears to be used and useful. In addition, the
iNATGAS facility has the potential to provide net benefits to customers in the future, and
therefore a complete exclusion of recovery may not be the best overall remedy.
Liberty testified that the winter 2017/2018 revenues were approaching the baseline
scenario. 3/ 14/ 18 PM, Tr. at 60. Under the baseline scenario, using $4.8 million, the actual costs
of the facility, including AFUDC, a NPV of $2.9 million is projected to be returned to customers
through base rates over the 15-year study period. Exh. 46 at 2; 3/14/18 PM, Tr. at 4-5. Liberty
testified that those projections would be higher if the scenario were re-calculated using updated
tax rates and return on equity percentages. 3/14/18 PM, Tr. at 7-8. Liberty also stated that
pipeline capacity cost savings will accrue from the project and those savings were not included
in the NPV analyses. Exh. 24 at 71-72. The Commission approved the special contract when it
was presented as a $2,245,000 investment with $4,732,000 projected to be returned to firm
customers through base rates, under a baseline revenue scenario. Exh. 38 at 2. It is doubtful that
we would have approved a $4.8 million investment to return $2.9 million to firm customers over
15 years, if we had been presented with such a scenario.
Nevertheless, the plant has been built and, for purposes of the base rates set in this case,
we will allow recovery of the plant up to the level of costs presented in DG 14-091 ($2,245,000)
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may consider putting more of the investment in rate base at that time. The remedy fashioned
here will put ratepayers in the position they were in when this project was approved.
Accordingly, we adopt Staffs proposed adjustment.
K. Keene Division Matters
Liberty. In its initial rate case filing, Liberty, proposed that the Keene Division

distribution rates be consolidated into the general EnergyNorth distribution rates applicable
throughout the sState, pointing out there is no material difference between distribution service to
its customers in Keene and elsewhere. Exh. 3 at 22-23. Liberty calculated the revenue
deficiency for the Keene Division during the test year to be $712,403. In support of its request,
Liberty said consolidation would limit rate case expenses and administrative costs for the Keene
Division's small customer base of approximately 1,200 customers. Exh. 3 at 22-23.
The revenue deficiency included a three-year amortization of $201,000 of emergency
response costs related to a December 2015 incident at the propane-air plant 1 and $148,410 of
production costs that were formally recognized in the Cost of Gas. Exh. 3 at 26 and 63. Liberty
proposed maintaining a separate Keene Division Cost of Gas (COG) ratemaking structure, even
with the planned conversion to a Compressed Natural Gas/Liquefied Natural Gas (CNG/LNG)
fuel structure for the Division. Id. at 23-24.
In its rebuttal testimony, Exh. 24, the Company provided additional arguments in support
of its concept of rate consolidation for the Keene Division. Liberty opposed Staffs contention,
discussed below, that significant cost-shifting would result from rate consolidation, with Liberty

1

The December 2015 Keene incident involved a failure of the blower system at the Keene production plant that
caused the release of carbon monoxide and unburned propane, and necessitated shutdown of the Keene system. The
emergency response personnel directed by the City of Keene assisted Liberty in visiting each home to check on
occupants and re-light appliances. See 3/27/ 18 Tr. at 119-123 .
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pointing to an expected monthly bill impact on general Liberty residential distribution rate
customers of 37 cents assuming a revenue requirement of $14.7 million. Exh. 24A at 49-50. In
response to questioning about the settlement agreement, Mr. Hall testified the monthly impact on
general Liberty residential customers would be 26 cents based on the agreed revenue
requirement of $10.3 million. 3/21/18, Tr. at 197.
Liberty also pointed to what, in its view, were similar instances of Commission approval
of inter-divisional rate consolidations. Exh. 24 at 51. Liberty argued that, in all likelihood,
failure to consolidate rates would result in a failure to expand its system, due to Liberty and
customer uncertainties regarding the likely costs of expanded service. Eventually, the Keene
system would have to be abandoned, due to rate shocks related to Keene-specific distribution
revenue requirement shortfalls. Liberty stated that current efforts to convert a small portion of
the Keene system to CNG were being done for safety and reliability and to avoid the need for 24hour coverage at the propane-air plant during the winter months, and is not being done for rate
consolidation purposes, nor for growth, although the conversion could lead to additional growth.
Id. at 52-62. Liberty also presented certain data request responses, schematics, and schedules

that delineated Liberty's planned multi-phase approach to distribution-system expansion for
Keene. See Exh. 24, 73-91.
In its closing statement, Liberty argued that response costs for the December 2015
incident were reasonable and required under RSA 154:8-a. Following the 2015 incident, Liberty
decided that the risk of an extreme event was still possible, although unlikely, which justified the
24-7 manned coverage during the winter months. See 3127/18 Tr. at 119-123.
Liberty supported the provisions of its settlement agreement with the OCA pertaining to
the Keene Division (discussed below). Liberty also expanded on its points in favor ofrate
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consolidation presented in its direct and rebuttal testimony through oral testimony at hearing.
See 3/27/18 Tr. at 114-123; see also 3/21/18 Tr. at 141-207.

OCA. The OCA' s original position was that consolidation at this time was not
appropriate, and that revenues associated with the Keene Division should be dealt with in a
separate docket.

Settlement. Liberty and the OCA agreed in their settlement that the emergency response
costs related to the December 2015 incident and the Keene production costs should be recovered
through the Keene Division COG rates over five years during the Keene Division COG winter
period, and beginning November 1, 2018. Exh. 29 at 7. They also agreed that Keene Division
customers would pay the same distribution rates and be served under the same terms and
conditions as all other Liberty customers, effective May 1, 2018. Id. at 12.
Under the terms of the settlement agreement, Liberty also agreed to a target amount of
additional revenue due to growth in excess of the revenue requirement associated with the direct
cost of the investment; if the cumulative excess revenue is less than $200,000 annually, Liberty
would reduce its revenue requirement in its next rate case by the difference between $200,000
and the excess revenue. "Excess revenue" would be based on actual load added as of the
effective date of pe1manent rates following the end of the next rate case, plus reasonable
anticipated revenue based on customer commitments to take service, both pro-formed for one
year following the effective date of permanent rates in the next rate case. This provision was
conditioned on Liberty's receipt of the Safety Division's authorization to commence construction
of Phase 1 no later than May 1, 2018, and on acquiring appropriate authorization to construct a
permanent CNG/LNG facility by May 1, 2019. Id. at 12-13. The settlement agreement also
specified that Keene customers would begin paying the LDAC as of May 1, 2018, and that the
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Keene Division would continue having a separate COG, which would include: (1) propane
purchases; (2) CNG/LNG purchases; (3) production costs; (4) revenue requirement associated
with CNG/LNG facilities; and (5) revenue requirement associated with fuel inventory. Id. at 13.
Staff. Staff opposed the consolidation of the Keene Division's distribution rates with

those of EnergyNorth. Exh. 56 at 5. Staff argued that"[c]onsolidating rates at this time will
result in cost shifting and cause financial harm to [EnergyNorth's] ratepayers through higher
rates to subsidize the Keene [Division] operations." Id. Staff agreed with Liberty that the Keene
Division does not collect enough revenue to cover its costs, but opposed the approach of rate
consolidation as the appropriate remedy.
Staff argued that the order approving the acquisition of the Keene Division in Docket No.
DG 14-155 established a "no net harm test" that militates against uneconomic cost shifts
resulting from rate consolidation. Exh. 56 at 9, 14-15. Staff argued that such harm to
EnergyNorth customers would indeed occur if consolidation were to be approved. Id. As the
appropriate remedy, Staff recommended that Liberty should either file a separate Keene Division
rate filing requesting a distribution rate increase for the Division; a rate plan that would lead to
consolidated rates based on a comprehensive business plan and financial analysis that
demonstrates a quantifiable benefit for all Liberty customers, or at the very least no net harm; or
to discontinue service by demonstrating that continued service can only be provided at a loss and
that Keene Division customers can be conveniently converted to an alternate fuel source and
utility plant safely abandoned. Id. at 9-10.
Staff noted in its testimony that Liberty failed to provide a comprehensive business plan
for its originally 4-phased planned expansion for the Keene Division system. The Discounted
Cash Flow (DCF) analysis provided during discovery by Liberty fell far short, in Staff's view, of
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projections used in the DCF analysis. Id. at 10. In particular, Staff pointed out that the Liberty
DCF analysis for Phase 1 of the planned Keene Division expansion did not include the $418,384
cost of land (for the planned CNG/LNG production facility) that is currently classified as
"Property Held For Future Use" and is therefore not eligible for rate recovery. According to
Staff, the Phase 1 planned expansion makes use of that land. The land would become used and
useful when placed into service and should be included as a conversion cost. Id. Staff
concluded that, for the Keene Division, Liberty planned to undertake a CNG/LNG conversion
and expansion intended to increase capacity and lower rates, but Libe11y's filing provided no
details as to whether, or how, that conversion/expansion effort would impact the cost to serve
Keene and if the Keene Division customer base can support that cost. Id. at 11.
Staff raised concerns regarding certain categories of costs that Liberty included in its
calculation of the Keene Division revenue deficiency for the test year. Specifically, Staff alleged
that Liberty included costs that were outside the test year, and may not have been prudently
incurred. Staff noted that it filed a memorandum in Docket No. DG 16-812, the Keene Division
2016-2017 Winter COG proceeding, recommending that certain Keene propane-air gas
production costs not be recovered through COG rates, because production costs are reflected in
Keene Division's delivery rates, and the costs of manning the Keene production plant on a 24-7
basis may have been imprudent, in Staffs view. Id. at 11-13; 35-43. Staff also raised concerns
about the appropriateness for recovery, through Liberty's calculated Keene Division revenue
requirement, of personnel costs arising from the December 2015 incident.
Staff also concurred, to a certain extent, with Liberty's assessment of a potential "death
spiral" if the calculated Keene Division revenue deficiency were recovered solely from Keene
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Division customers, which would drive an adverse rate impact. As noted, however, Staff did not
endorse the approach of rate consolidation as proposed by Liberty to ameliorate this problem.
Exh. 56 at
14-15; See also 3/22/18 AM, Tr. at 42-59; 3/27/18 Tr. at 71-75

Ruling. Unreasonable cross-subsidization of expansionary business by an existing
utility, or of one class or locality of utility customers by the general customer base of a utility, is
to be avoided. See Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a Liberty Utilities,
Order No. 26,109 at 15-22 (March 5, 2018); In re: Concord Steam Corporation Non-

Governmental Customers, Order No. 26,017 at 11-12 (May 11, 2017); see also C. Julian Tuthill
El Al. v. Plaistow Electric Light & Power Company, 8 N.H.P.S.C. 509, 510 (1922). This
precedent is undergirded by RSA 378:10, "[n]o public utility shall make or give any undue or
unreasonable preference or advantage to any person or corporation, or to any locality, or to any
paiiicular description of service in any respect whatever or subject any paiiicular person or
corporation or locality, or any particular description of service, to any undue or unreasonable
prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatever." On the other hand, under RSA 378:11, "The
provisions of RSA 378:10 shall not require absolute uniformity in the charges made and
demanded by public utilities when the circumstances render any lack of uniformity reasonable."
The Commission has discretion in balancing the need for fairness in avoiding cross-subsidization
with ensuring the overall public interest.
In this instance, evidence has been presented that, barring consolidation of the Keene
Division's distribution rates with those of EnergyNorth, the Keene Division's rates will begin to
escalate and make service in the City of Keene increasingly uneconomic. Furthermore, Liberty
made an argument that any expansion of gas service in the City of Keene, utilizing new
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CNG/LNG installations and associated distribution lines, will not be feasible if consolidation of
distribution rates is not allowed. Further, there is evidence that consolidation will reduce
administrative costs and provide an opportunity for revenue growth in Keene that, if successful,
will benefit all Liberty customers. We are persuaded that there will not be an unreasonable costshifting by consolidating Keene with EnergyNorth's distribution customers. Such consolidation
is consistent with precedent where other smaller utilities acquired by larger utilities are
consolidated. See, e.g., Pennichuck Waterworks Inc., Order No. 22,883 (March 25, 1998)
(Commission determined an increase of $1.00 a month to Pennichuck's Nashua customers was
not unreasonable as part ofrate consolidation with smaller companies).
Moreover, we see little difference between consolidating the Keene Division and adding
a new franchise territory like Hanover and Lebanon which we have authorized to be included in
Liberty's general distribution rates under certain conditions. See Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth
Natural Gas) C01p. d/b/a Liberty Utilities, Order No. 26,109 (March 5, 2018). We note

Liberty's testimony that "prior to completing the business plan, [Liberty] will need to perform a
detailed engineering design for the distribution system and supply facility that will be used to
plan the construction and expansion of the system." Exh. 24 at 59. Given the unknowns
regarding the economic viability and cost structure of Liberty's Keene Division expansion plans,
we will apply the risk-sharing provisions imposed on Liberty within the context of its Hanover
and Lebanon CNG/LNG expansion effort outlined in Order No. 26, 109. We apply those more
robust provisions, with some modification, in preference to the settlement agreement's
provisions.
Therefore, we will permit the consolidation of Keene Division distribution rates with
those of EnergyNorth, subject to the following conditions designed to protect EnergyNorth's
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distribution customers from potential over- capitalization that could lead to cross subsidization
(Keene Division COG rates will remain a separate ratemaking structure):
1.

For any of the expansionary Phases planned by Liberty within the City of Keene,

prior to beginning construction of any Phase, Liberty must secure a customer commitment level
that will produce at least 50 percent of the revenue requirement associated with the new facilities
from those c_ustomers in 10 years, as calculated in present value terms;
2.

Liberty must reduce its revenue requirement by 50 percent of any revenue

shortfall in the first distribution rate case filed within five years following construction of each
Phase and by 100 percent of any revenue shortfall in the second distribution rate case filed within
the five years following the construction of each Phase;
3.

In the case of Keene, the revenue requirement to be considered in this analysis

would include both production costs and distribution costs, with production costs recovered in
the separate Keene COG rate to be applied to Keene customers including the cost of land on
which the new Keene CNG/LNG production plant is located, the cost of the current effort to
convert a small portion of the system to CNG, the direct costs of the production facilities,
propane purchases, CNG/LNG purchases, the revenue requirement associated with CNG/LNG
facilities, and the revenue requirement associated with fuel inventory;
4.

The direct cost of the Keene distribution system is to be recovered through

Liberty distribution rates applicable to all Liberty distribution rate customers;
5.

Customer commitment requirements apply to the revenue requirement reflected in

both the Keene COG and Liberty distribution rates. Revenue reductions under the risk-sharing
conditions set forth in this order will apply to both the Keene COG and Liberty distribution rates
based on the Keene investment costs reflected in each;
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6.

Liberty will file updated DCF analyses at the in-service date of each of the Phases

of the Keene expansion project, and annually thereafter, until ordered otherwise. The initial and
annual reports will include the following:
L

A comparison of the original and updated DCF analyses;

11.

A comparison of the original annual projected residential and C&I
customer conversions and gross profit margins, by fuel type, with the
actual annual conversions and gross profit margin; and

111.

A Current Heating Fuel Value table comparing the annual average
residential heating rate calculated using the Keene Division bill impact
schedule in its COG filing and the cost of alternative fuels in effect at the
time as reported by the New Hampshire Office of Strategic Initiatives.

7.

Liberty's obligation to meet, pursuant to RSA 374:1, 374:3, and 374:4, the

inspectional and operational requirements of the Commission's Safety Division, and to satisfy
the Safety Division regarding those requirements, remains in place indefinitely. See Order
No. 26,065 (October 20, 2017);
8.

The risk-sharing condition we impose will terminate following the date on which

Keene customers have produced at least 100 percent of the revenue requirement associated with
the new facilities for each phase, provided Liberty petitions the Commission to terminate the
applicable risk-sharing provision and submits the necessary documentation to demonstrate that
the condition for termination has been met.
With respect to the December 2015 incident, we find that the emergency response costs
of $201,000 were prudently incurred, and that amortizing recovery of those costs over three
years is reasonable.
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- 41 As for the Keene production costs of $148,410, we find that Liberty failed to justify those
costs in this proceeding. Liberty made many significant enhancements to address the risk of a
similar event and did not provide evidence that the incremental costs of manning the plant were
reasonable or justified. Accordingly, we deny recovery of those costs.
Because we find around-the-clock staffing of the Keene production plant is not just and
reasonable, we reject the Company's argument that the current cost of converting a small portion
of the Keene system to CNG is necessary for reliability and safety reasons or is economically
justified on its own terms. Furthermore, Liberty testified that the conversion could lead to
additional growth, and it is therefore appropriate to include the cost of the initial conversion to
CNG in the risk sharing mechanism delineated above.
L. Cost of Capital
Liberty. In its initial filing in this matter, Liberty proposed rates based on a weighted
average cost of capital (W ACC) of 7 .36 percent which included a return on equity (ROE) of
10.30 percent and a capital structure consisting of 50 percent common equity and 50 percent
long-term debt. Exh. 3 at 69. Liberty did not revise its position in its rebuttal testimony filed in
January 2018. Exh. 23 at 26.
OCA. In its initial filing in this case, the OCA recommended a WACC of 6.41 percent,
calculated using an ROE of 8.4 percent. Exh. 16 at 238; Exh. 15 at 195.
Settlement. In the settlement, Liberty and the OCA agreed to a W ACC of 6.85 percent,
an ROE of 9.4 percent, and a capital structure consisting of 49.21 percent common stock, 49.85
percent long-term debt, and 0.95 percent short-term debt. Exh. 29 at 4. The settlement states
that this capital structure reflects recently approved long- and short-term debt changes. Id. at 3.
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included an ROE of 8.55 percent and a capital structure consisting of 49.21 percent common
equity, 49.85 percent long-term debt, and 0.95 percent short-term debt. Exh. 20 at 77. Staff later
agreed that the settlement ROE of9.4 percent and settlement WACC of6.85 percent were
reasonable for setting rates in this case. 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 11-12.
Ruling. In light of agreement among Liberty, the OCA, and Staff (parties with strongly

different views on many aspects of this rate case), we find the WACC of6.85 percent and the
ROE of 9.4 percent reasonable with one important change. We are approving a decoupling
mechanism in this case, which reduces the risk that Liberty will not recover its authorized
revenue requirement. In addition, the stabilized cash flow should improve the Company's credit
rating and thus its access to lower cost debt.
We reject Liberty's claim that its reduced risk associated with decoupling is already
reflected in its recommended ROE (and therefore, presumably, the settlement ROE). Liberty
claims that the proxy group of utilities Liberty used to determine its requested ROE already had
decoupling. In drawing this conclusion, Liberty does not differentiate between straight fixedvariable rate design, LRAMs, and a weather normalization clause. Instead, Liberty lumps them
all under the heading of "decoupling" and states that the proxy group already reflects decoupling.
The Commission does not consider rate designs and LRAMs to be comparable to the decoupling
provision approved herein in terms of risk of recovery of costs, primarily because the decoupling
mechanism we adopt will shield Liberty from swings in weather while rate design changes and
LRAMs are unrelated to and unaffected by weather. Most of the companies with decoupling do
not include monthly weather normalization.
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Accordingly, to account for the decrease in risk Liberty will experience under the
approved decoupling mechanism, we will set the ROE in this case at 9.3 percent, resulting in a
WACC of 6.8 percent. That ROE is 10 basis points lower than the ROE contained in the
settlement.
M. Decoupling
Liberty. Liberty proposed what it termed a full decoupling mechanism, based on
revenues per customer. The mechanism was designed to sever the link between Liberty sales
and revenues to remove the Company's disincentive to promote energy conservation that is
inherent in traditional ratemaking. Liberty's distribution revenue per customer targets would be
set based on test year information and then, going forward, rates would be adjusted twice
annually (up or down) to allow the Company to collect its target revenue, calculated using actual
customer counts. By using a revenue-per-customer mechanism, Liberty has an incentive to add
customers and to control costs. The mechanism would shield Liberty from changes in sales due
to conservation (both utility sponsored and other) as well as weather swings and economic
factors. Exh. 8 at 282-290.
Liberty proposed that the decoupling mechanism be administered to three groups of
customers: residential non-heat, residential heat, and all C&I. Id. at 320. Liberty also proposed
an annual 5 percent cap (based on distribution revenues) on any one adjustment, with provisions
for collecting adjustments that went beyond the 5 percent cap. Id. at 324. In rebuttal testimony,
Liberty proposed administering the mechanism at the rate class level, rather than the three groups
identified in its original proposal. Exh. 27 at 178.
OCA. The OCA originally proposed a decoupling mechanism calculated at the total
company revenue level (in contrast to Liberty's proposal of a revenue per customer mechanism)
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- 44 that would incorporate weighted historic weather data where more recent years are given more
weight. The OCA proposed that decoupling be implemented on what it characterized as a "realtime" basis to improve customer and company cash flows and so that customers see the impact
of weather on the bills as it is experienced. The OCA calculated that under its proposed
decoupling mechanism, customers would pay significantly less than under the currently
approved LRAM, based on recent historical sales (and reflecting recent actual weather). Exh. 14
at 10-22.
Settlement. The settlement decoupling mechanism combined Liberty's revenue per

customer target approach with the OCA's monthly weather adjustment. The settlement
decoupling mechanism calls for annual adjustments for any additional differences between target
and actual revenues per customer (i.e., those not related to weather) calculated for two groups residential customers and C&I customers. The decoupling mechanism would begin November I,
2018, at which time Liberty would cease collecting lost revenues attributable to energy
efficiency programs, currently collected through a lost revenue adjustment mechanism (LRAM).
The settlement also allows Liberty to recover up to $50,000 in costs incurred to upgrade its
billing system and related software to implement decoupling. Exh. 29 at I 0-12.
Staff. Staff proposed a decoupling mechanism similar to what Liberty initially proposed,

but without a weather component. Staff supported adjusting revenues once per year to account
for reduced sales from energy efficiency and all other factors, except weather. Staff stated that
utilities have always borne the risk and reward for sales deviations due to weather swings and
that this risk is unrelated to energy efficiency. Staff proposed that the decoupling adjustment be
calculated by rate class. Exh. 18 at 10-14. Staff opposed the settlement decoupling proposal
because shielding Liberty from weather impacts was not a stated goal of the Commission's
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efficiency. Staff believed that the bill credits customers would receive in cold months, when
they presumably used more gas, would send anti-conservation price signals. Further, Staff said
the administration of the monthly weather adjustment would be complicated and the results
would be difficult to audit. 3/26/18 AM, Tr. at 9.

Ruling. All participants in the case propose decoupling mechanisms. Except for the
issue of weather, we see little significant difference between the various decoupling mechanisms
proposed. Traditionally, gas utility rates are set assuming normal weather and any fluctuations in
revenues due to abnormal weather are absorbed by the Company until its next rate case.
The Commission's order in the EERS docket set the stage for utilities to propose
decoupling mechanisms to replace the LRAM. The LRAM was intended to be a temporary
measure to remove the disincentive for utilities to undertake energy efficiency programs. We
applaud Liberty for proposing a decoupling mechanism to replace the LRAM.
We acknowledge the Company's and the OCA's strong support for monthly weather
normalization and agree that it would stabilize cash flow for Liberty. We note Staffs point that
providing customers a small distribution rate reduction in a month where cold weather causes
them to use more gas may send a small counter-intuitive price signal. We are persuaded,
however, that the impact will be significantly diminished by the fact that customers' bills in total
will be higher during colder months than during warmer months, even with this adjustment,
which only affects one portion of the customer's bill.
Accordingly, we approve the settlement decoupling proposal in concept. We also
provide the following for clarity and to facilitate implementation. Decoupling may not be used
to compensate Liberty for revenue lost due to reduced customer counts. Because decoupling is
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slated for November 1, Liberty is directed to file within 45 days of this order illustrative tariffs
demonstrating the rates, terms, and conditions required to implement decoupling in conformance
with existing law. Due to the novelty of the decoupling process in New Hampshire, Liberty must
also submit at the same time customer notice and educational materials for review and approval
by the Commission.
The settlement would have required Liberty to file its next rate case using an historic test
year no later than December 31, 2020, to reset test year revenues in light of the decoupling
mechanism. 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 57. We agree that such a reset is well advised and we adopt such
a requirement in this order. Further, to assist the Commission in evaluating Liberty's
decoupling, we require the Company to report in its next rate case on the following: (1) the
amount of revenue collected or passed back through this mechanism, by year; (2) an account of
any measurable impacts decoupling had on Liberty's utility sponsored energy efficiency
programs; (3) a detailed list of all efforts the Company made to promote its own energy
efficiency programs, and to promote other energy efficiency measures such as lobbying for
stricter building/energy codes; (4) an account of efforts taken to educate builders about energy
efficiency; (5) a detailed list of meetings with state and local officials and associations to
promote energy efficiency; (6) customer feedback resulting from decoupling as implemented
through the rate design; and (7) any changes in the Company's credit rating.
The above list is not intended to be exhaustive. In short, we require the Company to
demonstrate that decoupling has allowed the Company to ''remain an effective champion of
energy efficiency" and has unlocked its "ability to enthusiastically support energy efficiency
policy goals." Exh. 8 at 282, 286.
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N. Rate Design
Liberty. In its original filing, Liberty proposed significant increases to all its customer

charges, based on the results of its marginal cost study and bill impact considerations. Under the
proposal, a residential non-heating customer (R-1) would see a 40.8 percent customer charge
increase ($6.23 per month) as part of a plan to increase customer charges over three rate cases.
Residential heating customers (R-3) and residential low income customers (R-4) would see 15.4
percent increases ($3.40 per month). Commercial and Industrial customer charge increases were
based on considerations of marginal costs, rate continuity and customer impacts. Proposed C&I
increases were: for rate classes G-41 and G-51 (low annual use customers) 15 percent and for
rate classes G-42, G-43, G-53 and G-54 (medium and high annual use customers) 10 percent.
Exh. 7 at 210-213. Concerning volumetric rates, Liberty proposed to continue its current use of
declining block rates for all classes. Id. at 213-214.
OCA. The OCA originally proposed reducing customer charges for all classes and

flattening, or eliminating, any existing declining rate block structures. Exh. 14 at I 06.
Settlement. The rates in the settlement are significantly different than the rates in

Liberty's initial proposal. Customer charges for residential non-heating and heating customers
would be set at $14.88 per month, which is $2.00 lower than the current R-1 amount and more
than $9.00 lower than the current R-3 charge. For R-3 customers, the head and tail block
volumetric rates would be set at the same level. R-4 rates would be set at 40 percent of the R-3
rates. All C&I rate components would be increased proportionally. Exh. 29 at 10 and 25. The
OCA supported the settlement rate design because it would promote energy efficiency.
Staff. Staff did not recommend changes to Liberty's proposed customer charges. Staff

proposed to set the head and tail blocks at the same level and to allocate any decoupling refunds
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to the head block and any decoupling surcharges to the tail block. Staff proposed this approach
for all rate classes to promote energy conservation, because under decoupling, Liberty has an
enhanced opportunity to recover its fixed costs. Exh. 18 at 16-18.
Ruling. Given that we approve the settlement decoupling mechanism, it follows that we
approve the settlement rate design. We agree with Staff that decoupling greatly increases the
Company's ability to recover its fixed costs and therefore, we are comfortable with the
significant decreases to the residential customer charges contained in the settlement. Similarly,
we support the flat rate block structure for residential customers, which we agree should
encourage conservation. Accordingly, we approve the settlement rate design.
0. Tax Act Impacts
During the course of this proceeding, the federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (2017
Tax Act) was enacted, effective for tax year 2018. The 2017 Tax Act reduced the corporate
income tax rate from 35 percent to 21 percent, which reduces a utility's required annual
revenues. On January 3, 2018, the Commission opened Docket No. IR 18-001 to investigate
how the 2017 Tax Act will affect the expenses of New Hampshire public utilities. See
Investigation to Determine Rate Effects of Federal and State Corporate Tax Reductions, Order

No. 26,096 (January 3, 2018) 2 •
The settlement filed in this case calculated the revenue requirement effect of the 201 7
Tax Act as $2,394,065, which would have been subtracted from the settlement agreement
revenue deficiency of $10.3 million. Exh. 29 at 23. Staff questioned Liberty's methodology and
thus, the accuracy of this figure. Recognizing that the Commission would be reviewing the
impact of the 2017 Tax Act in a separate investigation, for purposes of this case, Liberty, Staff,

2

In Order 26,096, the Commission also ordered an investigation of the impacts of the reductions to the New
Hampshire Business Enterprise Tax and the Business Profits Tax.
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deficiency ultimately approved in this case. The adjustment may be subject to further adjustment
pending the outcome of the separate tax investigation. 3/21/18 PM, Tr. at 45-52.
Ruling. The Commission adopts this approach as reasonable and will use a separate

docket to refine the figure of $2,394,065 and make rate adjustments accordingly. In addition,
because the final rates will be reconciled back to the effective date of the temporary rates granted
in this docket (July 1, 2017), and the difference will be recouped, the recoupment calculation will
need to address the difference in the tax rates in 2017 and 2018. Reconciliation of any
differences will be addressed in the separate docket established to deal with tax adjustments.
P. Residential Low Income Assistance Program
Liberty. Liberty did not propose a change to the Residential Low Income Assistance

Program (RLIAP) in this docket. In response to Staffs proposed change, Liberty stated that any
changes to the program should be addressed in a generic docket where the other affected New
Hampshire utilities could be involved, so that any changes would be uniform across the utilities.
OCA. The OCA took no position on the RLIAP.
Settlement. The settlement states that the Commission should open a generic docket to

address changes to the RLIAP. Exh. 29 at 14.
Staff. Staff recommended that the RLIAP be restructured so that the discount would be

calculated on a residential customer's total bill, rather than the base rate portion of the bill as it is
currently done. Staff recommended the change so that the discount offered to participants would
be closer to the program goals established by the Commission. Staff stated that the change was
needed because the base rate portion of a customer's gas bill has increased in recent years while
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the cost of gas potion has decreased, and thus the total discounts given were trending higher than
planned. Exh. 56 at 25-29.
Ruling. We decline to make any changes to the RLIAP in this case and will open a

separate docket to consider changes to the RLIAP.
Q. Step Adjustment
Liberty. Liberty proposed one step adjustment effective May 1, 2018, to recover the

costs associated with plant investments made during 2017. It sought an increase in base rates of
$5,921,000 for the EnergyNorth division, based on $41,438,000 of plant investments, and
$151,000 for Keene division investments of$745,000. Exh. 3 at 28-29 and 76-77.
Liberty updated the proposed step adjustment in its rebuttal testimony, where the step
increase in rates would recover $5,095,000 on plant investments of $27,465,000, covering both
the EnergyNorth and Keene Divisions. Exh. 23 at 39. This figure represents estimated
investments for 2017. Liberty proposed to update this figure to reflect actual investments. The
amount of $5,095,000 would act as a cap on the proposed step adjustment. The $5,095,000
amount in the rebuttal testimony also reflected an additional $419,600 in O&M expenses related
to pension and benefit costs that had previously been capitalized and now needed to be charged
to expense due to Financial Accounting Standard (FAS) Update No. 2017-17. Exh. 23 at 22.
Liberty stated that it estimated the FAS 2017-17 effect based on 2017 actuarial assumptions and
capitalization percentages. Id. The figure also included $173,000 in legal fees incurred in 2017
in connection with litigation Liberty undertook in an effort to reduce fees charged by the cities of
Concord and Manchester for claimed road degradation, as well as $186,000 in degradation fees
incurred during 2017. Id. at 39.

OCA. The OCA took no position on the step adjustment.
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Settlement. The settlement agreement contained a step adjustment equal to $5,044,835
based on plant investments of $27,955,000 and the same pension/benefit costs, legal fees and
degradation fees as the rebuttal testimony. Exh. 29 at 18.
Staff. Staff supported the step adjustment in concept but raised two issues. First, Staff
stated that the pension/benefits amount should be updated for 2018 actuarial assumptions when
available. 3/6/18 AM, Tr. at 13. Second, Staff disagreed with the inclusion of the full amount of
the 201 7 legal fees and degradation fees in the step increase and instead recommended that legal
fees be amortized over three years, and degradation fees be amortized over 20 years. Exh. 54;
3/21 /18 Tr. at 67-76, 137-139.
Ruling. Based on the agreement of the parties, we approve a step increase effective May
1, 2018, estimated at $4,729,953 and limited to $5,044, 835, and reflecting pension and benefit
numbers using the latest available actuarial information. Regarding amortization of legal fees
and degradation fees, we agree with Staff that to include the full 2017 amount for those items in
permanent rates would mean that customers would be paying that full amount each year. We
find that a three-year amortization of legal fees and a 20-year amortization of degradation fees is
consistent with how Liberty originally proposed to treat those test year costs, is more reflective
of what customers would pay in a single year, and is thus more appropriate.
R. Recoupment

The Commission approved a temporary rate increase effective July 1, 2017, in the
amount of $6, 750,000. The permanent rate increase of $8,060, 117 approved in this order is to be
effective as of May 1, 2018. Pursuant to RSA 378:29, Liberty may collect an amount equal to
what would have been collected if the permanent rate increase had been effect during the
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temporary rate period. For clarity, the step increase is not reconciled with temporary rates and is
effective May 1, 2018.
The settlement includes a recoupment calculation using the settlement revenue deficiency
of $10.3 million and provides for collection through the LDAC, with reconciliation. Exh. 29
at 9, 20. We adopt that calculation and recovery method, but modify the amounts for the revenue
deficiency approved herein of $8,060, 117. See Appendix 5 to this Order.
S. Rate Case Expenses
We will provide for the recovery of just and reasonable rate case expenses through the
LDAC, using the method outlined in the settlement. Exh. 29 at 9-10. Those costs are currently
estimated to be $530,000, subject to review and approval. Id. at 22.
V.

CONCLUSION
As we observed above, this is an unusual situation. Under New Hampshire law, the rates

originally proposed by Liberty were suspended until April 28, 2018, while we investigated the
request. Liberty and the OCA reached an agreement that would have resolved all of the issues in
the case, but Staff did not join the settlement. Therefore, at the hearing on the merits, Liberty
presented neither its full original case, nor its rebuttal position, except as a way to argue for the
reasonableness of the settlement. That approach made sense in the context of the hearing, as the
settlement did not itemize adjustments to Liberty's original request to arrive at the agreed-upon
revenue deficiency. Instead, the "compromise" total revenue figure reflected, in Liberty's view,
allowances for the contrary positions taken by the OCA and Staff in their original submissions.
Our choices, therefore, are that we could approve the settlement, accept Liberty's rate
request. or set rates based on the record. Given that reality and the way the case was presented,
we approached our deliberations using the entire evidentiary record. We went through the areas
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where Staff identified problems or issues with Liberty's original or rebuttal positions, and
resolved those disputes based on governing law, precedent, ratemaking principles, and our
collective judgment. The disputes ranged across every aspect of the case. They included
revenue and expense issues like the proper time to count customers, payroll, prepayments of
obligations like prope1ty taxes, and multiple aspects of the depreciation of assets; and they
included determinations about the prudence of certain of Liberty's large capital investments, like
the construction and use of the Concord training center and the iNATGAS facility. As explained
above, the result of all of the decisions we had to make led to a conclusion that we could not
approve Liberty's request or the settlement offered by Liberty and the OCA, because neither
would have produced just and reasonable rates. Instead, we compiled the effects of the various
decisions and calculated a revenue deficiency that will produce rates we find are just and
reasonable.
This case also presented significant matters that do not affect the Company's revenue
requirement. The two most significant were the proposed consolidation of the rates of the Keene
Division with rates charged by the EnergyNorth Division; and the proposed decoupling of rates
with monthly weather normalization.
The decision on consolidation presented a number of conflicting objectives, as argued
well by the Company and Staff. On balance, we concluded that consolidation is necessary to the
continued viability of the Keene Division and is consistent with the approach we approved for
the Company's other recent expansions, and determined that the modest shifts of costs to the rest
of Liberty's customers are not unreasonable.
Decoupling, as approved in this order, represents a significant change in how Liberty
operates. Liberty, the OCA, and Staff all agreed that some measure of decoupling was
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appropriate for the Company at this time. Decoupling eliminates certain perverse incentives for
the Company to encourage usage of gas by its customers, by adjusting rates to ensure a certain
level ofrecovery by Liberty. Including monthly weather normalization, which was championed
by the OCA and agreed to by Liberty in its settlement with the OCA, was opposed by Staff.
Monthly weather normalization will further reduce risks to Liberty by reducing fluctuations in
revenue caused by changes in the weather. If decoupling is implemented successfully, customers
should see enhanced opportunities for cost-effective energy efficiency measures to reduce
consumption and lower their energy costs.
The decision to authorize decoupling with weather normalization leads to two other
decisions. First, it allows the reduction in fixed customer charges, a traditional part of any
utility's rate structure. Because decoupling reduces the risk that the utility will not receive its
expected revenue, it allows fixed charges to be reduced. It also makes variable charges, based on
usage, a larger part of a customer's bill and thus encourages conservation and efficient use.
Second, the risk reduction allows for a small reduction in the appropriate return on equity. While
the settlement called for that a return on equity of9.4 percent, a figure Staff agreed would be
appropriate, the reduction in risk associated with decoupling leads us to reduce the return on
equity to 9.3 percent.
We recognize that this order calls for major changes to the way Liberty interacts with its
customers, and we applaud Liberty for bringing forward a number of innovative proposals. As
set forth in the body of the order, we will be monitoring the situation in Keene, including the
effects of the rate consolidation on the rest of Liberty's customers, and the implementation and
effects of decoupling closely in the next few years. In its next rate case, which Liberty must file
with a test year no later than 2020, we will require Liberty to demonstrate its efforts to increase
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energy efficiency in its service territories. We expect Liberty to be in close contact with Staff to
ensure smooth transitions and eliminate surprises going forward.
Based upon the foregoing, it is hereby
ORDERED, that Liberty's Petition for Permanent Rates filed on April 28, 2017, is
hereby denied; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that the Liberty Agreement Regarding Permanent Rates filed
by Liberty and the OCA on February 27 and as revised on March 1, 2018, is hereby denied; and
it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that Liberty be permitted to increase its base distribution rates
effective with service rendered on and after May 1, 2018, by $8,060, 117 on an annual basis; and
it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that Liberty be permitted to increase base rates for a step
adjustment currently estimated to be $4,729,953, said adjustment to be updated for actual figures
but such increase to be capped at $5,044,835, effective with service rendered on and after May 1,
2018; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that Liberty shall decrease its base rates by an amount equal to
$2,394,065 to reflect the impacts of the 2018 Tax Act, said figure to be reviewed and updated in
a proceeding established pursuant to DG 18-001 and any adjustment to this number to be made
through the LDAC; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that effective with service rendered on and after May 1, 2018,
customers in Liberty's EnergyNorth and Keene divisions will pay the same distribution rates;
and it is
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By order of the Public Utilities Commission of New Hampshire this twenty-seventh
day of April, 2018.

~
Martin P. Honigberg
Chairman

:K~~~~1~
Commissioner
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~L 0-,.lLQ
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Executive Director
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